“Senator Clinton said manufacturing should always remain at the heart of the American economy…‘I look down the road and see disintegration of every other kind of economic opportunity if we don’t try to reverse this loss of manufacturing jobs.’ ”

“I don’t think we can ever, ever in America give up on our manufacturers and our manufacturing jobs…We’ll send a loud, clear message to all those companies shipping our jobs overseas.”

– Hillary Clinton
Remarks at GM in Warren, OH, 2/14/2008

**HILLARY CLINTON’S AMERICAN WORKERS FIRST PLAN**

1. **Fix NAFTA** by putting strong, enforceable labor and environmental requirements in the agreement. Our workers should not be caught in a race to the bottom.

2. **Take a “time out” from new trade deals** to make sure existing agreements are benefiting our workers and to design a trade policy that is genuinely pro-worker and pro-American.

3. **Eliminate tax breaks for companies that ship jobs overseas** and invest those resources in creating good, high-paying jobs in the U.S.

4. **Review trade agreements every 5 years** to ensure that they are benefiting workers and to make sure that countries are improving their labor and environmental standards.

**VOTE FOR HILLARY CLINTON, TUESDAY, MARCH 4**
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Ohio needs to know the truth about Obama’s position on Protecting American Workers and NAFTA

It’s all on the Record.

“Obama said the United States should continue to work with the World Trade Organization and pursue deals such as the North American Free Trade Agreement”

“Obama said the United States benefits enormously from exports under the WTO and NAFTA”

FALSE ATTACK ALERT: DON’T BE FOOLED BY BARACK OBAMA
Yet again Barack Obama has misrepresented the truth about Hillary’s record to hide his own. *The Politico* called Obama’s mail “bogus.”

http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0208/The_boon_quote.html

American workers can’t afford Barack Obama.